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With the upturn in living standards and increasing work stress, 
people have started to pay more attention to how happy they feel 
in their daily lives. Evaluating people’s happiness is becoming   
increasingly important in scientific fields. The focus of this thesis is 
to build a rational happiness function and to do simulations on 
several kinds of social networks related to the real world in a trading 
model with only two types of goods but no common currency. The 
purpose of the simulations is to seek the equilibrium points of the 
trading system. For this model, the parameters in the function and 
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In this thesis, we derive and analyze the happiness function, the 
value of which describes how happy a person is. We have built our 
system seeking the equilibrium point at which people can’t become 
any happier. The happiness function is based on a normal trading 
system with only two types of goods: firewood and chocolate bars. 
Our major work is focusing on the happiness function that we 
created ourselves, 
                         
         
           
  
which will be derived in section 1.2. 
 At each iteration of the trading algorithm, a connection in the 
network is chosen uniformly at random from the set of possible 
connections. One person in that connection is arbitrarily called 
person 1 and the other person 2. Before doing any simulations, we 
figured out the condition where a trade occurs in a nice form. The 
proof is shown in section 2.3. 
 To get better results, we show a few proofs and do some 
experiments on a couple basic networks to determine appropriate 
parameters in the happiness function before simulations. 
 Consider that there are different kinds of social networks in the 
real world. We do simulations on 4 kinds networks: complete 
graphs corresponding to the world in which people are free to trade 
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with anyone else in the system, graphs with same number of 
vertices but different degree sums corresponding to the worlds with 
same amount of people ,but the people in each network are not 
equally well connected, the graph consists of two complete graphs 
connected by several bridges corresponding to the situation that 
two free worlds in which only some people are allowed to trade 
with people in the other world and 4-regular graphs corresponding 
to the world in which everyone has four adjacencies. 
 In the simulations of those four networks, we are looking at 
“Average Network Happiness (ANH)” instead of the happiness of 
each person in the network. As we know, only one pair of 
connected people is picked and one of the two or neither of them 
gets happier at each iteration. The ANH either goes up a little or 
stays the same at each iteration. The ANH stays the same if the two 
people decide not to trade. By looking at it we could easily follow 
the difference made at each step. 
 The simulations results in a series of plots which helped us to 
answer which factor determines how long it takes the equilibrium 
to occur, how happy people could be in the network when it hits the 




Chapter 1 The Trade Model 
1.1 Building the trade system 
Consider the scenario in which people trade goods with each 
other in order to increase their own happiness. We build our system 
seeking the point at which people can’t be any happier. The 
happiness function is based on a normal trading system.[1] There are 
only two types of goods: firewood and chocolate bars. In the system, 
there is no common currency. People trade goods for goods by 
some ratio. The total amount of each kind of goods in the entire 
system doesn’t change. The structure of the network can be 
diversified regarding that people in groups are connected in distinct 
ways in the real world. 
1.2 Define the happiness function 
Individuals in the network are seeking to increase their 
happiness through trade. The happiness function’s value shows how 
happy a person is. The bigger the value, the happier the person. 
Since there is no common currency in the system, the price of 
firewood (Pf) and the price of chocolate bars (Pb) are not evaluated 
by currency units. Usually firewood is considered to be cheaper. We 
initially set the price of firewood (Pf) to be 1 so that we could simply 
set the price of chocolate bars to be some integer bigger than 1 and 
the ratio of the two prices is reasonable in different cases.  
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We define the happiness function ourselves as the weighted 
average of two factors: one that measures the happiness gained 
through the utility of the goods,              , and one that 
measures the happiness gained through the exchange value of the 
goods,  
         
           
 .  
Our happiness function is shown below, 
                              
         
           
  
The variables: 
F  :  The current number of firewood. 
B  :  The current number of chocolate bars. 
Pf  :  The price of firewood. 
Pb  :  The price of chocolate bars. 
M  :  The initial total value of goods. 
k  :  A constant on [0,1]. 
a  :  A constant measuring how the number of firewood affects 
the utility value of the function. 
b  :  A constant chosen randomly around             measuring 
how the number of chocolate bars affects the utility value of the 
function and b is fixed through all trading attempts. 
1.2.1 The range of the function 
As we can see in the utility part,           goes to 0 as F or B 
goes to infinity. And it goes to 1 as both F and B go to 0. That is to 
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say           ranges from 0 to 1. Then,             ranges 
from 0 to 1 as well. Now looking at the second part, the numerator 
is the total exchange value of goods someone has and the 
denominator is the sum of the numerator and the initial total value 
of goods of this person. We notice that the numerator is always less 
than the denominator. As the numerator which is the total value of 
goods someone has, goes to 0, the whole part  
         
           
  goes 
to 0. However, when the numerator goes to infinity so that M, 
which is fixed when we first build the system, is negligible and 
 
         
           
  goes to 1. Therefore, both the two parts go from 0 
to 1. And take a weighted average by multiplying these two parts by 
k and 1-k which are both on [0, 1] and adding them together, we 
could make the happiness function range from 0 to 1. The bigger k 
is, the more important the utility value is considered. For instance, 
for someone not concerned with the future trading value, k is large 
while for person who doesn’t care about the utility of the goods, k 
is small. 
1.2.2 Economic explanation of a and b 
Even though the happiness function is evaluated objectively and 
subjectively, the two parts of the function are not entirely 
independent. The ratio of how much a piece of firewood 
contributes to the gain of the utility function value and how much a 
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chocolate bar does should be related to the ratio of their price. The 
ratios are almost the same in our system. The only difference is that 
b is around 
  
  
   but not the exact number. In the real world, one 
thing could have different useful value to different people. For 
example, chocolate bars mean more to someone who personally 




Chapter 2 Trading Condition 
Our purpose is that everyone gets happier by trading. Eventually 
after some trades no one in the system could get happier. That is to 
say, people stop trading when the system hits an equilibrium point. 
2.1 Economic equilibrium 
In economics, economic equilibrium is a state of the world 
where economic forces are balanced and in the absence of external 
influences the (equilibrium) values of economic variables will not 
change.[2] It is the point at which quantity demanded and quantity 
supplied is equal. Market equilibrium, for example, refers to a 
condition where a market price is established through competition 
such that the amount of goods or services sought by buyers is equal 
to the amount of goods or services produced by sellers. This price is 
often called the equilibrium price or market clearing price and will 
tend not to change unless demand or supply change. 
2.2 The network 
People can only trade goods with people that they are 
connected to. Thus before any trading happens a network that 
determines which people could each individual trade with must be 
created.  
A social network can be seen as a graph consisting of vertices 
and edges. Everyone in the network is a vertex and there is an edge 
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if two people are connected. The edges are undirected. Individuals 
can only trade with people that are connected to them. Some 
people may be well connected. Those people are considered to be 
near the “center” of the network. However, some have few 
adjacencies. Some are even isolated (Such people never trade so 
that their happiness always remains the same). 
In mathematics and computer science, an adjacency matrix is a 
means of representing which vertices (or nodes) of a graph are 
adjacent to which other vertices. It is a matrix A where, 
     
                                   
                               
                                 
Noticing that the diagonal entries     are always 0 since 
individuals are considered not connected to themselves. Here are 
some examples of networks and their corresponding adjacency 
matrix, 
 
2.3 The proof of trading condition 
At each iteration, a connection in the network is chosen 
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uniformly at random from the set of possible connections. One 
person in that connection is arbitrarily called person 1 and the other 
person2. Without loss of generality person 1 trades firewood and 
gets chocolate bars. Thus person 2 receives firewood and gives 
chocolate bars. The happiness function is shown below, 
                              
         
           
  
H is a function of F and B and the gradient of H will point in the 
direction of greatest increase of happiness. So we have the gradient 
of happiness function of two people picked are, 





                       
      
                  
 
                      
      














                       
      
                  
 
                      
      








We make the rule that the first time person 1 sells one firewood 
to get some amount of chocolate bars, say Pm which is the market 
price. The trading vector of person 1 is, 
              
And the trading vector of person 2 is, 
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In order to make person 1 not less happy, at least we need, 
                 
Then we have, 
              
Therefore, 
   
   
   
 
Now we want that person 2 could be happier by doing the trade, 
which requires 
                 
Then,  
             
Furthermore we substitute in   , 
    
   
   
       
Since     is positive, we have 
                  
Therefore we find the condition required to do the trade, 
 
      
      
    
The next time person 1 loses Pm chocolate bars to get a firewood so 
that the distance someone goes along the gradient would not be 
too far. Now the trading vector of person 1 is, 
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And the trading vector of person 2 is, 
              
In order to make person 1 not less happy, at least we need, 
                 
Then we have, 
             
Therefore, 
   
   
   
 
Now we want person 2 could be happier by doing the trade, which 
requires 
                 
Then, 
              
Furthermore we substitute in   , 
    
   
   
       
Since     is positive, we have 
                  
Therefore we find the condition required to do the trade, 
 
      
      
    
The next time person 1 sells one chocolate bar again.  
Thus at each iteration a connection in the network is chosen, the 
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two people are arbitrarily labeled person 1 and person 2, and then 
person 1 tries to trade one firewood for Pm chocolate bars. We 
check to see if the trading conditions are met and if so, the trade is 
made. For the next iteration, a connection is again chosen randomly 




Chapter 3 Determine the parameters 
To get better results, we are showing a few proofs and doing 
some experiments on a couple basic networks before simulations. 
3.1 Determine a and b 
In the real world, usually the utility is normally directly proportional 





                                        
                                     
 
We could intuitively understand the ratios are not supposed to be 
exactly the same because different people have different 
preferences and the same item can’t be equally valuable to 
different individuals, but why? 









. Now let’s look at the 
happiness function again, 
                         
         
           
  
When a trade occurs, for person 1, 
      

















              
 
 
           
And, 
               
 
 
            
For person 2, 
      















              
 
 
           
And, 
               
 
 
            
The above shows, in this case everyone in the network keeps doing 
the trades forever but their happiness stays the same. 












   





   
. 
When trade happens, for person 1, 
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And, 
               
 
 
            
Then,                 goes up,        
         
           
  
stays the same. So   goes up. 
For person 2, 
      


















              
 
 
           
And, 
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Then,                 goes up,        
         
           
  
stays the same. So   goes up. 












, where k, e,   ,    are constants. 
3.2 Monopoly pricing 
A monopoly exists when a specific person or enterprise is the 
only supplier of a particular commodity or owns most of one kind of 
supply in the whole market. (This contrasts with a monopsony 
which relates to a single entity's control of a market to purchase a 
good or service, and with oligopoly which consists of a few entities 
dominating an industry)[3] Monopolies are thus characterized by a 
lack of economic competition to produce the good or service and a 
lack of viable substitute goods.[4] The verb "monopolize" refers to 
the process by which a company gains the ability to raise prices or 
exclude competitors. In economics, a monopoly is a single seller. 
Although monopolies may be big businesses, size is not a 
characteristic of a monopoly. A small business may still have the 
power to raise prices in a small industry (or market). 
A monopolist can be a price maker and decides the price of the 
good or product to be sold. We applied this characteristic into our 
simulations. In our model, if someone in the system holds over 50% 
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of the total amount of one type of good in the network, he raises 
the price of his goods himself. The next time this person is picked to 
do a trade, the exchange values are no longer the initial ones. 
3.3 Determine k 
The parameter k controls the weighted average of the utility part 
and the exchange value part. What value we set k to be is based on 
which of those two parts contributes more to the value of the 
whole happiness function. 
Case 1: 
Sometimes there is no monopoly in our simulation. If this happens, 
we can see in the function, 
            
from the very beginning to the end. Thus the exchange value part 
 
         
           
  is always 
 
 
 and it contributes nothing to the 
change of the value of happiness function. In this case we set 1-k to 
be very small. 
Case 2: 
Sometimes the ratio of a and b are fixed by the ratio of Pf and Pb. Pf 
and Pb do change, but they only change a few times after a 
monopoly appears. In this case,          keeps the same 
value through most steps of the iterations. Therefore, the utility 
part               doesn’t affect the value of happiness 
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function. We set k to be small. 
Case 3: 
In real world, all a, b, Pf and Pb differ rapidly. In this case, we should 
test to see what value we set k to be so that the change of H could 
be obvious. We test starting from 0.5 and begin our real simulation 
after k is determined.  
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Step three : Check how their happiness will change before doing the 
trade.(The price of firewood is always one and the market price of chocolate 
bars is based on the gradient of happiness function .Person 1 always stays the 
same at each iteration) 
Person 1 stays the same and 
person 2 is going to be happier by 
trading.(Do the trade) 
Person 2 is getting less happy.(Go 
back to step one)  
Step two : Check if someone owns over 50% of the goods in the whole world.  
Yes.(rise the price) No.(keep the price) 
Step one : Randomly pick two people in the system. 
Person 1 sells firewood and gets 
chocolate bars. 




Chapter 5 Simulations 
In real world, there are some objective factors that affect 
people’s happiness. Now the network is set up. We made a few 
assumptions and did a couple of simulations to support our results. 
These simulations will address which factors determine how long it 
takes the equilibrium to occur, how happy people could be in the 
network when it hits an equilibrium and various other results. 
Let’s introduce in a new definition-“Average Network Happiness 
(ANH)”. As we know, only one pair of people is picked and one of 
the two or neither of them gets happier at each step of the iteration. 
The ANH either goes up a little or stays the same at each step of the 
iteration. By looking at it we could easily follow the difference made 
at each step. 
Before all the simulations on our own happiness function, lets 
introduce in a more standard utility function from economics,[5] 
where F and B are defined as same as the ones in our own 
happiness function. 
                   
We are about to apply several runs of our simulations using 
Matlab[6][7] on both the happiness function we defined ourselves 




5.1 Experiments on basic complete graphs 
The first simulation is based on a complete graph[8]. A complete 
graph is a graph in which all the vertices are adjacent pairwise. 
Examples of a complete graph are shown below (   is a 
complete graph with i vertices, i is an integer),[9] 
 
5.1(a) examples of complete graphs 
In the Matlab code, the number of firewood each person initially 
has is uniformly distributed between 1 and 120 and the number of 
chocolate bars each person initially has is uniformly distributed 
between 1 and 40.  
First, we use the standard utility function from economics as 
part of the happiness function. We find that the range             
is from 0 to approximately 100 and the range of exchange value part 
is from 0 to 1. Thus we take the weighted average of the two parts 
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by multiplying  
         
           
  by 100 so that the two parts are 
equally weighted. Then the happiness function becomes, 
                        
         
           
  
Now apply the simulation of this happiness function on 
complete graphs, the ANH-T(trade attempts) plots are shown below, 
 




5.1(b2) ANH-T plot of standard happiness function (N=1000, n=8) on a complete 
graph 
Then we are going to do simulations on our happiness function 
discussed in previous chapters. In the Matlab[10] code, b is 
       where b’ is uniformly distributed between         
and      . For each simulation, we could apply different k , n 
which is the number of individuals in the whole network ,a and N 
which is the number of iterations. 
When n=8, ANH is compared to the number of iterations or 
trade attempts, a=0.04, k=0.5. We did experiments with different 
values of N seeking to find a sufficient N that we can use for the 





5.1(c1) ANH-T plot of original happiness function (N=100, n=8, k=0.5, a=0.04) on a 
complete graph 
 





5.1(c3) ANH-T plot of original happiness function (N=10000, n=8, k=0.5, a=0.04) on a 
complete graph 
From the above plots, we see 1000 trade attempts are sufficient 
enough for a network with 8 individuals to find when the 
equilibrium occurs. Additionally we find the ANH doesn’t change 
much through the whole process. We are considering if we could 
change the weights of the utility and the exchange value to make 
the range on ANH to be more obvious. 
Thus we fix n=8, a=0.04 and N=1000. As we change k, the ANH-T 





5.1(d1) ANH-T plot of original happiness function (N=1000, n=8, k=0.25, a=0.04) 
on a complete graph 
 
5.1(d2) ANH-T plot of original happiness function (N=1000, n=8, k=0.5, a=0.04) 




5.1(d3) ANH-T plot of original happiness function (N=1000, n=8, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
on a complete graph 
These three plots tell the bigger the k is, the wider the range of 
ANH is. Therefore, we use k=0.75 in the following simulations. 
In conclusion, the simulations on our own happiness function 
work as well as those on the happiness function with standard 
utility function from economics except that our own happiness 
function converges slower. In following chapters we are going 
discuss simulations of our own happiness function on different 
types of networks. 
5.2 Networks with different degree sums 
Once how wealthy people are is determined in a network, will 
they be happier if people are well connected together than rarely 
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connected when equilibrium occurs? We think so. 
Let’s introduce in a few definitions first. In graph theory, the 
degree of a vertex of a graph is the number of edges incident to the 
vertex, with loops counted twice.[11] The degree of a vertex  is 
denoted  Given a graph , the degree sum is 
           . It is one way to represent how well people are 
connected in the network.  
In the Matlab code, we use an index p to control the degree sum 
of a graph. p determines the probability that two vertices are 
adjacent. In the code, for each pair of individuals we generate a 
random integer X between 0 and 10000. If             , 
set the corresponding element in the adjacency matrix to be 1 and 
all elements on diagonal are 0s. The bigger p is the better people 
are connected in the network. Notice that        so that the 
probability that two vertices are adjacent is between 0 and 1. When 
n=16, k=0.75, a=0.04, N=100 we get the ANH-p plot, where x-axis 




5.2(a1) ANH-p plot of original happiness function (N=100, n=16, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
on graphs of different degree sums 
 
5.2(a2) ANH-p plot of original happiness function (N=1000, n=16, k=0.75, a=0.04) 




5.2(a3) ANH-p plot of original happiness function (N=10000, n=16, k=0.75, 
a=0.04) on graphs of different degree sums 
When N=100, an equilibrium could hardly occur as we know 
from Fig. 5.1 The first 100 trade attempts are the ones through 
which the ANH grows quite fast. Figure 5.2(a) tells with more 
connections in a network, the ANH increases faster. 
When       , usually an equilibrium happens. Then 
combining Figs. 5.2(b) and 5.2(c) together, we can see the ANH is 
bigger at the equilibrium point with bigger p. Furthermore, there is 
no significant change on ANH under the condition that     
where 30% of the possible bridges exist. 
5.3 Complete graphs and 4-regular graphs 
No doubt that the complete network is an ideal trading model. 
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Usually the network is not that well connected. Then we start 
thinking if there are alternative kinds networks in which people feel 
free to trade with each other. 
We are looking at regular graphs. In graph theory, a regular 
graph is a graph where each vertex has the same number of 
neighbors. A regular graph with vertices of degree k is called a 
k-regular graph or regular graph of degree k.[12] 
Our experiment is based on a 4-regular graph with 16 vertices. 

















                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                

















The ANH-T plot of this network will be compared with the one 




5.3(a) ANH-T plots comparison between a complete graph and a 4-regular graph 
with same number of vertices (N=1000, n=16, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
The line of dashes refers to the complete network and the other 
one refers to the regular network. The ANH of the complete 
network increases faster than the one of the regular graph, 
especially at the very beginning. Is it saying that people could be 
happier if they are better connected? The answer is NO. 
We did the same experiment with more trade attempts, the plot 




5.3(b) ANH-T plots comparison between a complete graph and a 4-regular graph 
with same number of vertices (N=10000, n=16, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
The result shows that the equilibrium of the complete network 
occurs much faster than the one of a regular network, especially by 
the first few trade attempts. However the equilibrium will happen 
at sooner or later. Additionally the final ANH will be the same. In 
either case, people will ultimately get the goods that they want, but 
it will take longer with less connections. 
5.4 Two complete graphs connected by bridges 
Imagine the trade between individuals in different countries in 
the real world. Of course people are free to trade with each other in 
the same country. However, only some people have the access to 
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trade with people overseas. Considering this situation, we did 
experiments on the networks which consist of two complete graphs 
with several bridges between them. We are focusing on the number 
of bridges to see how it affects the ANH. 
In the code, we build up two groups of individuals first. People in 
each group are completely connected. Then we add bridges 
between those two groups starting from one to the number of 
people in each group. For each number of bridges, try 1000 trade 
attempts and record the final ANH. When n=32 where there are 16 
people in each group figure 5.4(a1) results where the x-axis 
corresponds to the number of bridges (nbg) and y-axis corresponds 
to ANH. 
 
5.4(a1) ANH- nbg plot of original happiness function on graphs each consists of 





5.4(a2) ANH- nbg plot of original happiness function on graphs each consists of 
two complete graphs connected by bridges (N=1000, n=64, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
 
5.4(a3) ANH- nbg plot of original happiness function on graphs each consists of two 
complete graphs connected by bridges (N=1000, n=128, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
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From the above three plots, we can see as the number of 
bridges goes up, the final ANH increases. And here we find 
something interesting. There is one point in each plot by which the 
ANH starts growing slowly. Thus we guess there is some relation 
between the number of bridges (ny) by which the final ANH doesn’t 
change quite a lot and the number of people in each group, 















From the plot we could tell the function from nx to ny is 
approximate to a linear function. That is to say, by knowing the 
number of people in each we could easily tell the exact number of 
necessary bridges to maximize the ANH. 
 After this, we consider two 16-node complete networks 
connected by 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 bridges. For each case we ran 
300 iterations and used the data to plot a 3 dimensional graph 
where y is the number of bridges, x is the iteration number (use 50, 







8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 
number of bridges at the sharp point 





5.4(b) 3-D plots of original happiness function on graphs each consists of two 
complete graphs connected by bridges when the number of bridges and the iteration 
number both change (n=32, k=0.75, a=0.04) 
It is visually obvious and intuitively understandable that the 
more bridges there are in the network, the faster the equilibrium 




Chapter 6 Conclusions 
We make some conclusions about each kind of network. 
First of all, after comparing the ANH-T plot of a complete graph 
of our original happiness function to the one of standard happiness 
function, we showed the simulations on our own happiness 
function work as well as those on the happiness function with 
standard utility function from economics except that our own 
happiness function converges slower. 
We have also shown that the first 100 trade attempts are the 
ones through which the ANH grows fast and with more connections 
in a network, the ANH increases faster. Once how wealthy people 
are is determined in a network, the ANH at the equilibrium point is 
bigger with bigger p. However, there is no significant change on 
ANH under the condition that over 30% of the possible connections 
exist. 
From the experiment which compared the simulations on a 
4-regular graph with a complete graph, we verified our initial guess 
that the equilibrium of the complete network occurs much faster 
than the one of a regular network, especially by the first few trade 
attempts. However the equilibrium will happen sooner or later. 
Additionally the final ANH will be the same. 
In the situation that two complete graphs are connected by 
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several bridges, we were able to conclude that as the number of 
bridges goes up, the final ANH increases. Also there is one point 
corresponding to the number of people in each complete graph by 
which the ANH starts growing slowly. Furthermore, we showed that 
the relation between the number of bridges by which the final ANH 
doesn’t change quite a lot and the number of people in each group 
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Main Matlab code: 
Chapter 5.1 
function val = equipstd(n,N) 
% Define the adjacent matrix A. 
for i=1:N 
    for j=1:N 
        if i==j 
            A(i,j)=0; 
        else 
            A(i,j)=1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Price of goods 
for i=1:N 
    Pfo(i)=1; 
    Pbo(i)=3; 
    %Initial number of goods for each person 
    F(i)=randi(120,1);  %firewood 
    B(i)=randi(40,1);%candybars 
    b(i)=randi(100,1); 
end 
d=0.5;%dominant ratio  
%Initial value of goods for each person 
for i=1:length(F) 
    M(i) = F(i)*Pfo(i)+B(i)*Pbo(i); 
end 
for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) = F(i)^0.25*B(i)^0.75;%utility function 
end 
     
for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 





while z<=n;   
    s = randi(N,1); 
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    t = randi(N,1); 
%%%check if some one is dominant in the market 
    for j=1:length(F) 
        F1(j)=F(j)/sum(F); 
        B1(j)=B(j)/sum(B); 
        for i=1:length(F1) 
            if F1(i)>=d 
               Pf(i)=(1+(F1(i)-d)/2)*Pfo(i);% 2 is a scaler here 
            else 
                Pf(i)=Pfo(i); 
           end 
            if B1(i)>=d 
                Pb(i)=(1+(B1(i)-d)/2)*Pbo(i); 
            else 
                Pb(i)=Pbo(i); 
            end 
             
        end         
    end 








    Pm=G(1,1)/G(1,2);%market price 
    %check the trading condition 
    if (mod(z,2)==1 && F(s)>=1 && B(t)>=Pm && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)<0) 
         
        F(s) = F(s) - 1; 
        B(s) = B(s) + Pm; 
        F(t) = F(t) + 1; 
        B(t) = B(t) - Pm; 
    end 
    if (mod(z,2)==0 && B(s)>=Pm && F(t)>=1 && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)>0) 
        F(s) = F(s) + 1; 
        B(s) = B(s) - Pm; 
        F(t) = F(t) - 1; 
        B(t) = B(t) + Pm; 
    end 
    for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) =  F(i)^0.25*B(i)^0.75; 
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    end 
     
    for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 
        H(k) 
=U(k)+100*((Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))/(M(k)+Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))); 
    end 
    V(z)=mean(H); 





function val = equi16avg(n) 
%Price of goods 
Pfo=[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
Pbo=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3]; 
d=0.5;%dominant ratio 
%Initial number of goods for each person 
F=[randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) 
randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) 
randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) randi(120,1) 
randi(120,1)];  %firewood 
B=[randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) 
randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) 
randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) randi(40,1) 
randi(40,1)];     %candybars 
  
%Each person gets random number many firewood and chocolate-bars 
bb=0.12; 
b=[randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) 
randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) 
randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) randi(100,1) 
randi(100,1)];  
a=0.04; 
%Initial value of goods for each person 
%define the proportion of the total amount of goods each person has 
for i=1:length(F) 
    M(i) = F(i)*Pfo(i)+B(i)*Pbo(i); 
end 
for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
end 
for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 
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    for j=1:16 
        X(i,j) = randi(10000,1); 
    end 
end 
%%%%%doing the trade n times randomly picking  two traders 
for p=1:11 
    for i=1:16 
        for j=1:16 
            if X(i,j)<=(p-1)*1000 
                A(i,j)=1; 
                A(j,i)=1; 
            end 
            if i==j 
                A(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    z=1; 
    while z<=n; 
        z = z+1; %Counter 
        s = randi(16,1); 
        t = randi(16,1); 
        %check if some one is dominant in the market 
        for j=1:length(F) 
            F1(j)=F(j)/sum(F); 
            B1(j)=B(j)/sum(B); 
            for i=1:length(F1) 
                if F1(i)>=d 
                    Pf(i)=(1+(F1(i)-d)/2)*Pfo(i);% 2 is a scaler here 
                else 
                    Pf(i)=Pfo(i); 
                end 
                if B1(i)>=d 
                    Pb(i)=(1+(B1(i)-d)/2)*Pbo(i); 
                else 
                    Pb(i)=Pbo(i); 
                end 
                 
            end 
        end 
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        %Gradient of the Happiness Function 









        Pm=G(1,1)/G(1,2); 
        if (mod(z,2)==1 && F(s)>=1 && B(t)>=Pm && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)<0) 
             
            F(s) = F(s) - 1; 
            B(s) = B(s) + Pm; 
            F(t) = F(t) + 1; 
            B(t) = B(t) - Pm; 
        end 
        if (mod(z,2)==0 && B(s)>=Pm && F(t)>=1 && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)>0) 
            F(s) = F(s) + 1; 
            B(s) = B(s) - Pm; 
            F(t) = F(t) - 1; 
            B(t) = B(t) + Pm; 
        end 
        for i=1:length(F) 
            U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
        end 
        for k=1:length(F)  
            H(k) = 0.75*U(k) + 
0.25*((Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))/(M(k)+Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))); 
        end 
    end 





function val = equitorus16(n,kk,aa) 
% Define the adjacent matrix A. 
A=[0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;%1 
   1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0;%2 
   0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0;%3 
   1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1;%4 
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   1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;%5 
   0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0;%6 
   0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;%7 
   0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0;%8 
   0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0;%9 
   0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0;%10 
   0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0;%11 
   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1;%12 
   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1;%13 
   0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0;%14 
   0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1;%15 
   0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0];%16 
  
for i=1:16 
    for j=1:16 
        C(i,j)=1; 
        if i==j 
            C(i,j)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%Price of goods 
for i=1:16 
    Pfo(i)=1; 
    Pbo(i)=3; 
    %Initial number of goods for each person 
    F(i)=randi(120,1);  %firewood 
    B(i)=randi(40,1);%candybars 
    FF(i)=F(i); 
    BB(i)=B(i); 
    b(i)=randi(100,1); 
end 
d=0.5;%dominant ratio  
  
%Initial value of goods for each person 
%define the proportion of the total amount of goods each person has 
for i=1:length(F) 
    F1(i)=F(i)/sum(F); 
    B1(i)=B(i)/sum(B); 








%%%%%doing the trade n times randomly picking  two people 
z=1; 
while z<=n; 
     
    s = randi(16,1); 
    t = randi(16,1); 
  
    %%%check if someone is dominant in the market 
    for j=1:length(F) 
        F1(j)=F(j)/sum(F); 
        B1(j)=B(j)/sum(B); 
        for i=1:length(F1) 
            if F1(i)>=d 
               Pf(i)=(1+(F1(i)-d)/2)*Pfo(i);% 2 is a scaler here 
            else 
                Pf(i)=Pfo(i); 
           end 
            if B1(i)>=d 
                Pb(i)=(1+(B1(i)-d)/2)*Pbo(i); 
            else 
                Pb(i)=Pbo(i); 
            end 
             
        end         
    end 
     
    %Gradient of the Happiness Function 









    Pm=G(1,1)/G(1,2); 
     
    if (mod(z,2)==1 && F(s)>=1 && B(t)>=Pm && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)<0) 
         
        F(s) = F(s) - 1; 
        B(s) = B(s) + Pm; 
        F(t) = F(t) + 1; 
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        B(t) = B(t) - Pm; 
    end 
    if (mod(z,2)==0 && B(s)>=Pm && F(t)>=1 && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)>0) 
         
        F(s) = F(s) + 1; 
        B(s) = B(s) - Pm; 
        F(t) = F(t) - 1; 
        B(t) = B(t) + Pm; 
    end 
    for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
    end 
    for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 
        H(k) = kk*U(k) + 
(1-kk)*((Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))/(M(k)+Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))); 
    end 
    V(z)=mean(H); 
%perfect graph with 16 people and same initial value 
%Gradient of the Happiness Function 









    Pm=G(1,1)/G(1,2); 
    if (mod(z,2)==1 && FF(s)>=1 && BB(t)>=Pm && C(s,t)==1 && det(G)<0) 
         
        FF(s) = FF(s) - 1; 
        BB(s) = BB(s) + Pm; 
        FF(t) = FF(t) + 1; 
        BB(t) = BB(t) - Pm; 
    end 
     
    if (mod(z,2)==0 && BB(s)>=Pm && FF(t)>=1 && C(s,t)==1 && det(G)>0) 
         
        FF(s) = FF(s) + 1; 
        BB(s) = BB(s) - Pm; 
        FF(t) = FF(t) - 1; 
        BB(t) = BB(t) + Pm; 




     
    for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) = 1-exp(-a*FF(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*BB(i)); 
    end 
     
    for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 
        H(k) = kk*U(k) + 
(1-kk)*((Pf(k)*FF(k)+Pb(k)*BB(k))/(M(k)+Pf(k)*FF(k)+Pb(k)*BB(k))); 
    end 
    VV(z)=mean(H); 








function val = equi1616(n,kk,aa,Z) 
%kk=k aa=a n:#of trades Z:# of people in each group 
% Define the adjacent matrix A. 
for i=1:2*Z 
    for j=1:2*Z 
        A(i,j)=0; 
    end 
end 
for i=1:Z 
    for j=1:Z 
        if i==j 
            A(i,j)=0; 
        else 
            A(i,j)=1; 
            A(i+Z,j+Z); 
        end 
    end 
end 
%Price of goods 
for i=1:2*Z 
    Pfo(i)=1; 
    Pbo(i)=3; 
    %Initial number of goods for each person 
    F(i)=randi(120,1);  %firewood 
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    B(i)=randi(40,1);%candybars 
    b(i)=randi(100,1);%hedging b to be around 3*a 
end 





%caculating the initail H of each person 
for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
end 
     
for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 




    for w=1:y 
        A(y,y+Z)=1; 
    end 
    z=1; 
    while z<=n; 
         
        s = randi(2*Z,1); 
        t = randi(2*Z,1); 
        %%%check if some one is dominant in the market 
        for j=1:length(F) 
            F1(j)=F(j)/sum(F); 
            B1(j)=B(j)/sum(B); 
            for i=1:length(F1) 
                if F1(i)>=d 
                    Pf(i)=(1+(F1(i)-d)/2)*Pfo(i);% 2 is a scaler here 
                else 
                    Pf(i)=Pfo(i); 
                end 
                if B1(i)>=d 
                    Pb(i)=(1+(B1(i)-d)/2)*Pbo(i); 
                else 
                    Pb(i)=Pbo(i); 
                end 
                 
            end 
        end 
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        %Gradient of the Happiness Function 









    Pm=G(1,1)/G(1,2); 
        if (mod(z,2)==1 && F(s)>=1 && B(t)>=Pm && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)<0) 
             
            F(s) = F(s) - 1; 
            B(s) = B(s) + Pm; 
            F(t) = F(t) + 1; 
            B(t) = B(t) - Pm; 
        end 
        if (mod(z,2)==0 && B(s)>=Pm && F(t)>=1 && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)>0) 
             
            F(s) = F(s) + 1; 
            B(s) = B(s) - Pm; 
            F(t) = F(t) - 1; 
            B(t) = B(t) + Pm; 
        end 
         
         
        for i=1:length(F) 
            U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
        end 
         
        for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 
            H(k) = kk*U(k) + 
(1-kk)*((Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))/(M(k)+Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))); 
        end 
        z = z+1; %Counter 
    end 




function val = equi3d(kk,aa,Z) 
%kk=k aa=a n:#of trades Z:# of people in each group 




    for j=1:2*Z 
        A(i,j)=0; 
    end 
end 
for i=1:Z 
    for j=1:Z 
        if i==j 
            A(i,j)=0; 
        else 
            A(i,j)=1; 
            A(i+Z,j+Z); 
        end 
    end 
end 
%Price of goods 
for i=1:2*Z 
    Pfo(i)=1; 
    Pbo(i)=3; 
    %Initial number of goods for each person 
    F(i)=randi(120,1);  %firewood 
    B(i)=randi(40,1);%candybars 
    b(i)=randi(100,1);%hedging b to be around 3*a 
end 
d=0.5;%dominant ratio  
%define the proportion of the total amount of goods each person has 
for i=1:length(F) 
    F1(i)=F(i)/sum(F); 
    B1(i)=B(i)/sum(B); 





%caculating the initail H of each person 
for i=1:length(F) 
        U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
end 
     
for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 







    for w=1:y 
        A(y,y+Z)=1; 
    end 
    for n=50:50:300; 
    z=1; 
    while z<=n; 
         
        s = randi(2*Z,1); 
        t = randi(2*Z,1); 
        %%%check if some one is dominant in the market 
        for j=1:length(F) 
            F1(j)=F(j)/sum(F); 
            B1(j)=B(j)/sum(B); 
            for i=1:length(F1) 
                if F1(i)>=d 
                    Pf(i)=(1+(F1(i)-d)/2)*Pfo(i);% 2 is a scaler here 
                else 
                    Pf(i)=Pfo(i); 
                end 
                if B1(i)>=d 
                    Pb(i)=(1+(B1(i)-d)/2)*Pbo(i); 
                else 
                    Pb(i)=Pbo(i); 
                end 
                 
            end 
        end 
        %Gradient of the Happiness Function 









    Pm=G(1,1)/G(1,2); 
        if (mod(z,2)==1 && F(s)>=1 && B(t)>=Pm && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)<0) 
             
            F(s) = F(s) - 1; 
            B(s) = B(s) + Pm; 
            F(t) = F(t) + 1; 
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            B(t) = B(t) - Pm; 
        end 
         
        if (mod(z,2)==0 && B(s)>=Pm && F(t)>=1 && A(s,t)==1 && det(G)>0) 
             
            F(s) = F(s) + 1; 
            B(s) = B(s) - Pm; 
            F(t) = F(t) - 1; 
            B(t) = B(t) + Pm; 
        end 
         
         
        for i=1:length(F) 
            U(i) = 1-exp(-a*F(i)-(bb+b(i)*bb*0.001)*B(i)); 
        end 
         
        for k=1:length(F)  %Happiness Function 
            H(k) = kk*U(k) + 
(1-kk)*((Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))/(M(k)+Pf(k)*F(k)+Pb(k)*B(k))); 
        end 
         
        z = z+1; %Counter 
        x=int8(n/50); 
        yy=int8(y/2); 
    end 
    V(yy,x)=mean(H); 
   end 
end 
Y=[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16]; 
X=[50 100 150 200 250 300]; 
surf(X,Y,V) 
